ONE-STOP-SHOP CONCEPT

OUR DELIVERY OF SUPPLIES IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR BUSINESS
We are committed to ensuring that our services add maximum value and that it is easy to do business with us.
With Maskinfabrikken Esko as full-service provider, you only need a single point of contact. We take care of the
entire delivery process and we are with you “all the way” from sparring, design and construction to procurement of
materials, processing, assembly and quality checks. Moreover, you need not think of contact to sub-suppliers and
logistics as regards stocks, delivery, etc. We understand the industries we supply components to and take account
of workflows, quality and environmental requirements and specific conditions in day-to-day business.

YOUR BENEFITS:
Shorter times of delivery
Less capital to be tied up in stock and savings from
better planning.
On-time delivery every time
You can plan better and reduce risk of unnecessary
costs in case of delays.
Reduction of the cost level
Your fixed costs can be changed to variable costs.
Saving of in-house time
You do not have to coordinate many suppliers. It reduces the risk of errors and delays
Fewer shipping and handling costs
You will only have a single point of contact rather
than many points of contact and internal logistics and
shipping costs are reduced.
Sparring concerning design and construction
You get a faster, better and cheaper production basis.
Reduction of capital tied up in stock
By entering into a framework agreement or as an
Esko priority customer, you will be able to cut costs
significantly.

A single point of contact rather than
many points of contacts
Your coordination becomes easier and gives you less
time wasted on follow-up and administrative tasks.
One agreement rather than many agreements
Esko has sole responsibility for the project. It gives
your great savings both in terms of time and money.
One flexible business partner
As an Esko priority customer, you will be in constant
dialogue and get fast help with urgent assignments.
Everything from construction to assembly
You will be able to release your own resources for
other projects. Esko acts as your external ”in-house”
production department.
Release of capacity in production
You can handle other assignments that better match
your company’s qualifications, resources and machinery.
Increased production capacity
You do not need to invest in new machinery and
premises.
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Maskinfabrikken Esko produces customized components and machine parts and carries out assembly, repair and service on installations within
a wide range of industries. We have a wide range of modern machinery available so we can perform most processes in-house. Moreover, we
have a handful of preferred sub-suppliers who comply with the same strict quality standards that we also meet. With 15 different processing
centres and 25 employees working in two shifts, we have both capacity and significant flexibility to handle urgent assignments.
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Customer

Operation

Sub-supplier agreements
Procurement of components
Quality assurance (ISO 9001)
Warehouse system (IT)

Production

Sawing, milling,
CNC Processing,
Welding, Service,
Surface treatment

Warehouse / Shipping

Packaging, Stock of finished
goods, Packing, Raw materials
stock, Assembly, Ordering and
shipping to end customer

Overview

Monthly stock overview
Cooperation agreement
Process documentation
Framework agreement with
minimum/maximum

Design / Construction

Optimisation of existing parts
Contribute to development of new parts
Help with drawings

